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Abstract:
Nexalogy examined millions of social media documents over the last month tracking Chinese involvement in the online
debate surrounding the COVID-19 coronavirus. Nexalogy found significant attempts by both Chinese authorities and news
agencies to manipulate the media and shift the blame for the COVID-19 outbreak to the United States. Additional attempts
at media manipulation and narrative shaping included attempts to frame dialogue from US President Trump as racist and
show the Trump administration as an impediment to the worldwide recovery from the pandemic while framing Chinese
President Xi as a strong leader on the world stage.

As early as January, Russian disinformation related to bioweapons claims surfaced, but it was not until mid-March that
China began to promote this claim, which would also be taken up by accounts from Iran. Despite a handful of tweets from
official Chinese sources there is no large scale effort by China to propagate the bioweapon conspiracy theory.
There is strong division concerning whether the term “Chinese virus” is racist on English Twitter. China has attempted to
bolster the “is racist” side but have gathered no traction. This is a primarily Western debate.
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Research Questions
RQ1: When did the Chinese narrative shift of the US as the source of COVID-19 start to happen and
become significant?
Summary

The narrative shift of the conspiracy on English Twitter begins with a tweet on March 12th by Chinese official, Lijian Zhao,
pushing a link to a pro-conspira72.cy article in globalreasearch.ca (see SQ1), a site that previous NATO research has linked
to Russian propaganda efforts. As an act of information warfare promoting plausible deniability by using peripheral
sources, Lijian Zhao’s tweet is retweeted on March 12th by a number of Chinese embassies around the world. This
appears to be more of a put it out there and see where it goes type of operation than a sustained Chinese government
push on English Twitter (see SQ2).
While the main conspiracy discussion starts on March 12th, starting as early as January, there are Russian attempts to link
COVID-19 to US bioweapon programs (see SQ3). Starting in late February, a Japanese TV news report questioning Chinese
origin for the virus leads Chinese social media to link the rise of the virus to military games in Wuhan. These internal
discussions receive official government support within China (see SQ4).
SQ1: When did official Chinese sources take up the message on English twitter?

March 12th is when Lijian Zhao initially tweeted a link to the article by globalresearch.ca. This tweet seems to have been
the main factor that caused the discussion of the conspiracy to surge. His tweet merely brings the article to the attention
of Twitter as important, without directly endorsing any of its specific conclusions.
Fig. 1 shows a timeline for a dataset of tweets gathered using keywords to capture the idea that the US was responsible
for COVID-19 from February 20th to March 30th. It shows that March 12th is when the discourse really takes off.
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Figure 1 - Timeline of tweets in the US-origin conspiracy discussion

SQ3: Is there sustained Chinese campaigning on this or did they mention it in passing and then drop it?

An attempt at plausible deniability is also seen when other peripheral Chinese officials are regurgitating conspiratorial
claims made outside of China. As seen in Fig. 2, the Chinese embassies in Australia and South Africa were involved in
pushing doubt about the Chinese origin of the virus.
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Figure 2 - Example of peripheral introduction of the US-origin conspiracy by Chinese embassies

There does not seem to be a long-term Chinese involvement in pushing the conspiracy narrative. Across all of the datasets
we collected discussing the conspiracy, there are only nine tweets from official government accounts. There are two
original tweets - the tweet by Lijian Zhao sharing the globalresearch.ca article and a tweet by the Chinese
Consulate-General in Johannesburg sharing the same article. The remaining six tweets are retweets of Lijian Zhao’s tweet,
by the Chinese Ambassador to Botswana, the Chinese Ambassador to Egypt, the Chinese Embassy in Manila, the Chinese
Embassy in Panama, the Press Officer of the Chinese Embassy in Pakistan, the Chinese Ambassador to Maldives, and the
Chinese Ambassador to Egypt. All nine tweets were made on March 12th. There is no further evidence of official Chinese
presence in the discussion.
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That said, this small amount of effort does seem to have been effective. There has been a large dissemination of the
information provided by the Chinese as seen in RQ2-SQ3.
Fig. 3 shows in network form the interactions between the most prolific publishers and most mentioned people in the
US-origin conspiracy discussion. There are no highly symmetrical networks typical of BOT hordes, meaning there is no
evidence for covert information warfare by the Chinese or other malicious actors. Instead, the network shows a number of
natural communities, which is typical for a divisive topic like a conspiracy theory.
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Figure 3 - Interaction network for the US-origin conspiracy discussion

SQ3: What is the earliest report of the US-bioweapon origin theory?

There are links in late-February to a Foreign Policy article that highlights Russian conspiracy theories pushing for a US
origin to the virus
(https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/02/14/russia-blame-america-coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-disinformation/).
8

SQ4: Is there evidence for earlier Chinese discussion of the US-origin bioweapon theory?

Popular Chinese uptake occurs after a late-February Japanese TV news show questions the Chinese origin for the disease
and this speculation is promoted within China by official government sources (Fig. 4). This article from gloabaltimes
summarises the Japanese TV report.
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Figure 4 - Example tweets showing early mentions of the US-origin conspiracy from Japanese TV and the Chinese communist party

RQ2: What is the state of bioweapon-related US origin conspiracy theories?
Summary

Within discussions of the COVID-19 conspiracy, there is substantial disagreement between pro-American voices calling it
propaganda and a conspiracy theory and anti-American voices that push the conspiracy as the truth (see SQ1). In
particular, the Iranian community on Twitter made a concerted effort to push the hashtags #covidfromamerica and its
Persian translation #( ﮐﺮوﻧﺎ_از_اﻣﺮﯾﮑﺎsee SQ2). The anti-American/pro-conspiracy side of the discussion shows greater
volume than the pro-American/anti-conspiracy side pointing to mainstream news sources (see SQ3). Ultimately, discussion
concerning the conspiracy theory that the US is the origin of COVID-19 forms up to 1% of the global discussion concerning
COVID-19, which, given the scale of COVID-19 discussions, is significant (see SQ4).
SQ1: Are there different communities in the discussion surrounding the US-origin bioweapon theory?

There are both anti-American and pro-American discussions occurring in English concerning the US-origin conspiracy.
These narratives are occurring in essentially isolated communities as can be seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 - Network map showing three different communities of publishers in discussion of US-origin conspiracy

SQ2: What differences are there between communities in the discussion surrounding the US-origin bioweapon theory?
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Note that one of the main anti-American communities is Iranian. This dataset shows that the main anti-American uptake
of the conspiracy in English on twitter are the Iranians. This can also be seen in Fig. 6, where the majority of the top 15
publishers in the conspiracy discussion have Persian/Iranian usernames. Two of the top 5 accounts (rb_secondary and
antizionism14) have been suspended by Twitter.

Figure 6 - The 15 most prolific publishers in the discussion of the US-origin conspiracy
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SQ3: How prevalent is the support of US-origin bioweapon theories on English twitter?

A dataset constructed of tweets linking to articles discussing the conspiracy as well as keywords designed to find tweets
that mention the US-origin conspiracy found 38,756 tweets from March 5th through March 30th. Of these 14,222 mention
“conspiracy”, “propaganda”, “#wuhanvirus” or “#chicoms” all of which are indicators of anti-Chinese sentiment or
skepticism towards the conspiracy. This leaves as many as 24,534 tweets that are pro-conspiracy over the course of
March. There are 10,153 tweets that use the word “evidence” when discussing the conspiracy theory. This means that 63
percent of the discussion of the conspiracy theory is in support of the claim (see graph 1).

Graph 1 : percentage of US-origin pro and con

The size of this uptake and the Chinese origin of the conspiracy can also be seen when looking at the 10 most retweeted
tweets in the dataset. This provides additional evidence for substantial uptake of the conspiracy theory. As seen in Fig. 7,
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the most retweeted tweet is by a Chinese government official, @zlj517. This tweet has more retweets than the next 6
highest tweets combined.

Figure 7 - Top retweets in dataset discussing US-origin conspiracy theory

SQ4: How does discussion of US-origin bioweapon theories on English twitter compare to overall COVID-19 discussion?

At the height of the discussion of the conspiracy theory, up to 1% of the COVID-19 conversation was taken up by
conspiracy discussion. Our data collection indicates that there are at least a million tweets a day mentioning COVID-19.
When mainstream news sources were reporting on Chinese claims that the US was the origin of the virus, there were
about 10,000 to 20,000 tweets a day on the conspiracy.
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RQ3: Are the Chinese using accusations of racism to deflect criticism from the US over its COVID-19
handling?
Summary

There is extensive discussion of the term “chinese virus” on Twitter, especially after March 19th (see SQ1). The discussion
over whether the term is racist is initially hotly contested with the not-racist side being more prevalent. The term
continues to be used to refer to COVID-19 while the discussion of racism becomes less prevalent over time (see SQ2).
The position that the term is racist is also taken by official Chinese accounts in a very small number of tweets. Ultimately,
there is very little production by official Chinese accounts on this topic and the interaction on the topic with official
Chinese accounts are overwhelmingly attacks against China (SQ 3).
In conclusion, racist claims for the term “chinese virus” are home grown to Western Twitter communities. The Chinese
government supports this native viewpoint but plays no role in pushing the narrative and is mostly ignored or attacked in
the discussion.
SQ1: Are accusations of racism occuring in the discussion of COVID-19?

There are 284,748 tweets that mention both racism and the term “chinese virus” or “chinesevirus” from March 9th to
March 30th. In 5,963 of the tweets with claims of racism, there are associated claims that the use of such terms leads to
an increase of violence against Asians (see tweets in Fig. 9 for examples). As can be seen in Fig. 8, there is a sharp rise in
the conversation that starts on March 19th and then tapers off over the course of March.
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Figure 8 - Discussions of “chinese virus” terminology as racist over time.

Figure 9 - Examples of tweets discussing “chinese virus” as racist terminology.

SQ2: Is the racism claim for “chinese virus” more prevalent than its denial or vis-a-versa?

In the overall discussion of the term “chinese virus” there is debate, but the denial of racism is more prevalent than the
claim of racism. Over time, the term continues to be used to refer to the disease, but the claims of racism start to die
down. This can be seen in Figs. 10, 1
 1, and 12 which show the top retweeted terms during three periods between March
19th and March 30th. In Fig. 10, while the top retweet claims “chinese virus” is racist, eight of the remaining nine are
either neutral uses (underlined in blue) or defenses of the use of the term (underlined in red).
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Figure 10 - Top ten most retweeted tweets containing “chinese virus” from March 19th to March 21st

In Fig. 11, while the top retweet again claims “chinese virus” is racist, eight of the remaining nine are either neutral uses
(underlined in blue) or defenses of the use of the term (underlined in red).
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Figure 11 - Top ten most retweeted tweets containing “chinese virus” from March 23rd to March 26th

Finally, in Fig. 12, all ten most retweeted tweets are neutral uses of the term (underlined in blue).
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Figure 12 - Top ten most retweeted tweets containing “chinese virus” on March 30th

SQ3: Is there Chinese instigation of accusations of racism on the part of the US?

There are only seven tweets in the dataset by Chinese government officials, all of which claim that the use of “chinese
virus” is racist.
1. https://twitter.com/zlj517/status/1242467229024653313
2. https://twitter.com/zlj517/status/1242796961083711488
3. https://twitter.com/leidbbdhfj/status/1240766091263082505
4. https://twitter.com/Chinaembmanila/status/1241556035438964736
5. https://twitter.com/WangXianfeng8/status/1242472465294487552
6. https://twitter.com/AmbLiaoLiqiang/status/1242543367717863426
7. https://twitter.com/zhaobaogang2011/status/1242567490422607872
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However, there is essentially no uptake of these messages as can be seen by the fact that Chinese accounts do not occur
among the top 10 most retweeted accounts (Fig. 13).

Figure 13 - Most frequently retweeted accounts in the discussion of “chinese virus” racism

When we include a broader definition of Chinese account using a list of accounts provided by Government Client (see list
in Appendix A), we find 18 tweets (Fig. 14).
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Figure 14 - Frequency of publishers on Government Client chinese account list

Instead of support and retweets of the chinese official message, most interaction with Chinese officials is to attack China
and argue against a racist interpretation of “chinese virus”. When the dataset on “chinese virus” is filtered to only include
data by Chinese accounts provided by Government Client or mentioning Chinese officials, the overwhelming majority of
the tweets are arguing that the use of the term “chinese virus” is not racist and/or attacking China. This can be seen in the
list of the 10 most popular retweets (Fig. 15) all but one of which is anti-China. It can also be seen in the top 5 hashtags for
a smaller dataset of tweets by or at Chinese accounts identified by Government Client (Fig. 16), which are all anti-China or
explicit use of “chinesevirus” (Fig. 17).
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Figure 15 - Most frequent retweets in a subset of “chinese virus” racism data involving interaction with Chinese officials identified by
Government Client
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Figure 16 - Most frequent hashtags in “Chinese virus” racism dataset involving interaction with Chinese officials identified by Government
Client
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Figure 17 - Example tweets from a subset of “chinese virus” racism data involving interaction with Chinese officials identified by Government
Client

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the interaction network between the top publishers and mentioned in the full “chinese virus” racism
discussion. There are none of the telltale symmetrical communities that would be indicative of BOT horde behaviour, but
instead looks like a fairly natural set of disparate communities, which is expected for such a divisive topic.
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Figure 18 - Interaction network for all of the “chinese virus” and “racism” discussion
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RQ4: What was the scale and tone of China’s “people’s war and popular victory” against COVID-19?
Summary

Depictions of women and human-interest themes, images, and documentaries focusing on the ongoing battle against
COVID-19 in China define the coverage before March 10th (see SQ1), with coverage after that date shifting to
internationalism and a representation of China having won the battle against COVID-19 in Wuhan (see SQ2).
Looking at the period from February 20th to March 30th, we find that China Xinhua News, CGTN, and CCTV+, three major
Chinese international news outlets, produce between 40-90 tweets a day about COVID-19, which correspond to 40-90
news articles a day on COVID-19. While the volume of production on COVID-19 does not change over the course of March,
the message conveyed by the articles does (see SQ3).
SQ4 shows that throughout the period, US President Trump and Vice President Pence are covered with more skepticism
and questioning than other world leaders, creating a juxtaposition of Xi Jinping's image as consistent, continuous, strong,
and victorious, while all along showing leaders of other countries as working directly with Xi.
SQ1: What is the nature of early coverage (pre-March 10th) of the COVID-19 battle in Chinese news outlets?

When looking at tweets that use martial terminology before March 10th, we find that China is being described as on the
frontline of the fight. Fig. 19 shows that the battle is still being fought with words like “amid”, “wuhan”, and “volunteer”
being among the top 10.
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Figure 19 - Top 15 most frequent words in martial tweets from Chinese news before March 10th

When we look at tweets discussing Wuhan (Fig. 20), we find descriptions of a city in the midst of the battle and stories of
foreign volunteers aiding in the fight.
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Figure 20 - Example of tweets discussing Wuhan before March 10th

The automated summaries in Fig. 21 also show that the martial imagery involves descriptions of China in the midst of the
battle and foreign nations as supporters and collaborators in an ongoing battle with COVID-19.
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Figure 21 - Automated summaries of tweets from Chinese news outlets using martial terminology before March 10th

SQ2: What is the nature of coverage from after March 10th of the COVID-19 battle in Chinese news outlets?

Looking at the tweets using martial imagery from March 10th through March 30th, the message shifts to Chinese aid in an
international battle. Fig. 22 shows that “Wuhan” has moved from the 7th most frequent word to the 13th, and instead
“global”, “aid”, “italy”have become some of the top 10 most frequent words.
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Figure 22 - Top 15 most frequent words in martial tweets from Chinese news before March 10th

Returning to tweets discussing Wuhan (Fig. 23), we find descriptions of the battle having been won and the battle giving
hope to other nations.
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Figure 23 - Example of tweets discussing Wuhan after March 10th

Looking at the automated summaries in Fig. 24, there are claims of international problems, Chinese industrial success and
innovation, and Chinese victory in the epicentre, Hubei province.
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Figure 24 - Automated summaries of tweets from Chinese news outlets using martial terminology after March 10th

SQ3: How much of the messaging on COVID-19 can be attributed to “people’s war and popular victory” in Chinese news outlets?

There are a total of 3,239 tweets that we collected from China Xinhua News, CGTN, and CCTV+ from February 20 to March
30. Of those 144 mention “#fightvirus”, “battle”, or “war”, indicators of discussion of COVID-19 in military terms. This
means that only about 5% of discussions use the “war” terminology. Fig. 25 shows that this discussion involves calls to
treat the disease in military terms, promoting cooperation with other nations, technological and medical improvements
from China and victory in eliminating the disease in its epicentre in Hubei.
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Figure 25 - Automated summaries of tweets from Chinese news outlets using martial terminology

These messages contrast with the COVID-19 coverage that does not mention martial terminology (2,501 tweets). As seen
in Fig. 26, the remaining coverage involves the seriousness of the disease in terms of deaths and economic cost,
international response to the disease, and human interest stories concerning unique individuals’ response to the disease.
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Figure 26 - Automated summaries of tweets from Chinese news outlets avoiding martial terminology

SQ4: How are Xi and Trump portrayed in Chinese news outlets?

President Xi is portrayed in Chinese news as a strong world leader who is promoting multilateralism in the fight against
COVID-19. Fig. 27 shows that the most frequent hashtags and words in discussing President Xi involve other nations,
“summit” and the “g20”. Fig. 28 gives some example tweets that show the claims of President Xi’s strong presence and
multilateral outreach.
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Figure 27 - Top 15 most frequent hashtags and top 15 most frequent words in Chinese news when discussing President X
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Figure 28 - Example tweets from Chinese news when discussing President Xi

In contrast, the automated summaries of Chinese news discussion of the US leaders (Fig. 29), show an internal focus for
the US government and clashes within the US between the president and the democratic party.
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Figure 29 - Automated summaries from Chinese news when discussing President Trump or Vice-President Pence

In addition to the internal focus, example tweets shown in Fig. 30, describe President Trump as contradictory and that his
claims concerning China “does not comport”.
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Figure 30 - Example tweets from Chinese news when discussing President Trump or Vice-President Pence
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This concludes the report, thank you for reading.
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